
Color of Rape
-Sujata Moorti 2012-02-01 Analyzes the depiction of rape on television network news, daytime shows, prime time programming, and alternative programming.

Engendering Origins
-Bat-Ami Bar On 1994-01-01 This book introduces feminist voices into the study of Platonic and Aristotelian texts that modern Western philosophy has treated as foundational. The book explores the extent to which Platonic and Aristotelian texts are (un)redeemably sexist, masculinist, or phallocentric.

Motherhood as Metaphor
-Jeannine Hill Fletcher 2013-08 This volume takes women’s voices and experiences as the primary data for thinking about interfaith encounter in the modern world. It places original work on women in mission, the secular women’s movement, and women in interreligious dialogue in conversation with theological anthropology, feminist theory, and theology.